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CLOSING CEREMONY 2018-19 PRINT3D:3D PRINTING IN EDUCATION 

TO AID VISUALLY IMPAIRED STUDENTS 

This year’s magical trip to 

the world of learning 

ended with the usual 

spectacular closing 

ceremony, held, this time, at 

the Galatsi Indoor Stadium. 

 

 See on pg. 1 

Ellinoagliki Agogi 

successfully 

completed the 

Erasmus+ Program 

«PRINT3D: 

Promoting Inclusion 

Through Educational 3D Printing». 
See on pg. 2         

A MAGICAL TRIP WITH A GRACEFUL FINALE FOR A LITTLE PUDDING 

Our Basketball Team’s 

Glorious march 

Our school basketball 

team continued a long 

tradition of successful 

participation in 

tournaments, winning 

second place…                               

See on pg. 4 

 

 
Our school's Drama club, "Kalio arga para 

argotera", had the pleasure to present the 

comedy entitled «For a little Pudding" 

based on the play of Thordon Wilder, 

"Dolly the Matchmaker". Undoubtedly, it 

was the hit of a theatrical year full of 

thrilling moments. 
See on pg. 4        

A GREAT TEACHER INTO THE WATER 

The younger members 

of the theatrical team 

of the school presented 

a fresh performance 

full of dance and very 

funny moments!  

See on pg. 6 

FASOULIDES GYMNASTRADA SPRING BAZAAR 2019 

 
“Ladies and Gentlemen” as 

the mosquito would say… 

“We are presenting to you 

the greatest lovestory 

between the old man Lord 

Kristombita…   

 See on pg. 6   

Nature’s 

awaking 

Kids, 

their 

happy voices filling up the space like 

blooming flowers and smells that 

sweeten the air and the world around 

them.  

 

See on pg. 7   

 

At the 

weekend 

of 11th 

and 12th 

of May 

the 

annual charity bazaar of our school 

took place on location. Undoubtedly, 

it was a huge success. 

 

See on pg. 8 
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CLOSING CEREMONY 2018-19 

 

  

This year’s magical trip to the world of learning 

ended with the usual spectacular closing 

ceremony, held , this time, at the Galatsi Indoor 

Stadium. Thousands of relatives and friends 

honoured us once again, rejoicing and enjoying 

the fantastic performances as they were 

presented by our children: 

 

 

 

5th and 6th Graders 

Dancing to classical music with a modern twist 

Our 5th and 6th graders stole the scene, 

performing routines which combined the energy 

of today’s youths with the classical approach, 

aiming to stress the importance of rediscovering 

old values and adapting them to the needs of 

today. 

Mozart and 

Beethoven in 

both classical 

and modern 

versions, 

combined with a 

lively 

choreography, made up a dynamic show with a 

difference. 

The moving closure of the event, the farewell to 

our 6th graders, brought tears to the eyes of 

everyone 

present, as 

moments of 

yesterday 

came to 

blend with 

the hopes of 

today and 

the dreams 

of tomorrow. 
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Protoporia S.C. – Ellinoaggliki Agogi 

Something is going on in the deep blue…….. 

 

Our last year’s little pineapples, took a dive in 

the deep blue this year because nowhere in the 

world is blue anything like the blue of Greece. 

“Gliding underwater, I wonder what is happening 
in the most extreme depths, and then I let 
myself be lost down there……” 
Have a nice trip our little…octopuses! 

 

 

Carnival – The Lion’s Dance 

 

The team, 

consisting of 

48 female 

and 2 male 

athletes, was 

formed in 

association 

with the 

Shaolin Wu Kung Northern Suburbs Club, under 

the coach Konstantinos Mathiopoulos. 

The show, which greatly impressed and enthused 

the audience with its originality and energy, 

started its journey in Thessaloniki, at the EGO 

WHITE TOWER FESTIVAL 2019, and it is 

expected to end it on the easternmost island of 

Limnos. 

“At the crazy carnival, the lion is roaring, 
dancing to the beat out on the streets. Get up 
and dance with us. You only live once. ARE YOU 
READYYY ???” 

By the 1st Graders 

 

“Exotic 

Blend” 

Dancing 

swing 

style. Our 

1st graders danced to the modern cover of the 

popular 70’s song and amazed us with their 

innocent grace and spontaneity. 

 

 “A little colour” 

Circles and a little colour. This is what our 2nd 

graders gave us. Everything in life moves around 

love and colour and the beautiful choreography 

depicted it in the most graphic way. 

 

“Becoming a child again” 

Statues. Silent, motionless, solemn. And 

then….we  wake up and turn into children. 

Children who are laughing and playing. Back into 

the state of statue again. And then…/ we 

become children again. Our 3rd graders showed 

us that all of us hide a child inside. No matter 

how much life has hardened us, our playful self 

is always there . It’s up to us to discover it and 

bring it out. 

 

PRINT3D: 3D PRINTING IN EDUCATION TO 

AID VISUALLY IMPAIRED STUDENTS 

 

 

Ellinoagliki Agogi successfully completed the 

Erasmus+ Program «PRINT3D: Promoting 

Inclusion Through Educational 3D Printing». 
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Aim of this program was to introduce 3D 

printing technology in schools with special focus 

on the needs of visually impaired or blind people 

and, more specifically, students. Collaborating on 

this project were specialty teachers in the 

subjects of IT and English, alongside school 

teachers who first got acquainted with this new 

technology as well as familiarised themselves on 

the topic of Service Learning to promote 

inclusion in the educational environment. The 

implementation resulted in the production of 5 

tactile maps and other 3D objects to cater for 

the educational needs of students with visual 

impairment. 

 

The tactile map of the area surrounding the 

Olympic Stadium, including our school and the 

“Irini” train station providing information on 

streets, Olympic facilities and the surrounding 

area.  

 

The tactile map of the Acropolis with a memo in 

Braille which allows people with visual impairment 

to find and identify the basic monuments on the 

Acropolis rock. 

The tactile map of various Mediterranean islands 

depicting their topography. With the sense of 

touch, the morphology of the landscape comes to 

life. 

Furthermore, students and staff printed the 

world 

renowned 

Caryatids 

of the 

Erechthei

on. The 

maquette 

was set up 

exactly as 

they are displayed in the Acropolis museum and 

detachable.  

Finally, our school’s participation in this project 

gave students the idea to print a 3D map of 

Europe. 

The final outcomes of this project were 

presented in Valencia on the 13th and 14th of 

June 2019. 

Apart from meeting the goals of this project, 

and upon its successful completion, 3D printing 

opens new horizons in education. This technology 

can be incorporated in many more subjects 

(Maths, Science, Geography, History to name a 

few) providing students with even more stimuli, 

skills and motivation to learn. The future is 

theirs! 
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Our team: 

Kosta Krommydas, primary teacher and deputy-

head of “Ellinoagliki Agogi” 

Giouly Papastavrou, IT teacher 

Anna-Elizabeth Hunter-Ladia, English teacher 

and implementor of CLIL (Content Language 

Integrated Learning) 

Yiannis Vretzos, primary school teacher  

 

A MAGICAL TRIP WITH A GRACEFUL 

FINALE 

Our Basketball Team’s Glorious march 

 

Our 

school 

basket

ball 

team 

contin

ued a 

long 

tradition of successful participation in 

tournaments, winning second place at the 

tournament organised by the Euroleague 

Academy, making it all the way through to the 

final where they were defeated by Leontios 

School basketball team. 

In a six-private-school tournament, our young 

stars managed to qualify from Group A, securing 

second place after beating Lakoniki School and 

Giannopoulos School, smashing up the latter 109-

9 !!!! after an amazing performance. The defeat 

by the tournament winners, Leontios, did not 

prevent our team from winning the dramatic 

semifinal against Paschalis School, who had come 

first in Group B. The final 44-42, and the way it 

was achieved, spread enthusiasm all through the 

school community and created great 

expectations for the final. 

The subsequent defeat by Leontios 34-42 in the 

final, in front of an enthusiastic crowd of 

Ellinoaggliki 6th graders, did not detract 

anything from the importance of their 

achievement.  

In a special ceremony on the school assembly, 

among cheers and applause, Mr Christos 

Kakadiaris honoured the team the way they 

deserved.    

If there is something that these young fighters 

taught us, that is the importance of being 

defeated gloriously. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS!!! 

 

FOR A LITTLE PUDDING 

  

 

  Our school’s Drama club, "Kalio arga para 

argotera", had the pleasure to  present  the 

comedy entitled  "For a little Pudding" based on 
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the play of Thordon Wilder, "Dolly the 

Matchmaker". Undoubtedly, it was the hit of a 

theatrical year full of thrilling moments .  

 

Famous actors and actresses, honored us with 

their presence at the premiere, which was held 

at the theatre “Tzeni Karezi” and was widely 

covered by the press and social media. Sakis 

Rouvas, was the host of the glamorous evening 

who talked about how important is for art to 

promote and enhance solidarity and altruism.  

 

Nantia Papailiopoulou and Petros Spyropoulos 

along with the 18 members of the club, share a 

passion for theatre and the immense 

opportunities for self expression that it 

ensures. Yet, when the pleasure of acting is 

combined with the need for offering help, the 

outcome is notably rewarding.  All the revenues 

from the 4 performances will be donated to the 

non-profitable organization “Kivotos tou 

Kosmou”.   

 
About the play 

Yonkers store-owner Horace Vandergelder 

refuses to allow his niece, Eleonore, to marry 

Ambrose Kemper a talented, yet unemployed 

young artist.  

Dolly Levi, the matchmaker, has arranged for 

Horace to meet Mrs. Irene Molloy, a New York 

City milliner, even though she secretly intends to 

marry him herself.  

Cornelius Hackl and Barnaby Tucker, two of 

Horace’s clerks, decide they deserve some 

adventure of their own, in spite of the fact that 

Horace has left them in charge of the store.  

All the above mentioned characters take their 

chances in the dream city of New York which 

becomes the nucleus of the hilarious setting. 

Two last performances will be held on the 24th 

and 25th of June. See you there!!!! 
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A GREAT TEACHER INTO THE WATER! 

The younger members of the theatrical team of 

the school 

presented 

a fresh 

performan

ce full of 

dance and 

very funny 

moments! 

While 

little Alice 

travels on the boat, she faces a rough sea. The 

boat sinks. A dolphin saves her and takes her to 

the bottom of the seabed but the other fish do 

not welcome her, as they believe that she is 

suspicious of horrible things! Alice thinks of a 

plan! “What if I become their teacher? If I 

teach them new things, I might manage to 

become their friend... So, she becomes a teacher 

in the water! Alice makes new friends, she 

laughs, she sings but most of all she learns what 

true friendship means. She manages to teach 

them how important it is to respect others in 

this world.   

It was a 

meaning

ful 

theatric

al 

perform

ance 

that gave us the opportunity to have fun and 

enjoy ourselves! Lucky to be there! 

By the Pupils of C’ class 

 

“FASOULIDES” 

“Ladies and Gentlemen” as the mosquito would 

say… “We are presenting to you the greatest 

love story between the old man Lord 

Kristombita, young and beautiful Mrs. Rozita, 

her young lover Mr. Kokolikos and her ex lover 

Kourito.” Fasoulides by Lork is one of the 

funniest stories presented by the pupils of D’, E’ 

and St’ classes. Lorka’s theme is “Love”. “Love” 

that always wins.  Rozita runs away from the 

awful old man Kristombita who had taken her 

from her father ages ago. She is getting married 

to her beloved Kokoliko now. Hypocrisy is 

another big theme that Lorka discusses since 

Kristombita turns out to be not human.  

 

It was an amazing theatrical performance by the 

most talented actors! It was the greatest 

surprise for us to be there! Congratulations to 

everyone!                                                                                                                     

 

“THE SOCIAL GROCERY STORE” 
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 We all owe you a big “Thank you” for the power 

you have to transform the lives of people in 

need. Your offer at the Bazaar day was so huge 

that we hope we have improved people’s lives 

even for more than a day! There was a wealth of 

plastic bags full of foodstuffs! We, the pupils of 

St’ Class along with Mr. Kakadiaris visited the 

“Social Grocery store” where we offered all the 

foodstuffs you gave us at the day of the Bazaar!  

We hope that you will keep on supporting us on 

such initiatives.  

By the pupils of St’ Class 

 

“ON LINE GAMES AND SAFE INTERNET 

SURFING” 

As requested by the parents of our pupils, 

Ellinoagliki Agogi organized a Seminar on safe 

Internet surfing.  

The goal of the seminar was to inform the 

parents about safe internet surfing since 

Technology is a great part of our everyday lives. 

It was conducted on the 18th of May  

The Informative Event Schedule involved 

discusses such as “Online games through the 

eyes of the teacher”, “Screens in children’s 

lives”, “Safe internet surfing” and “Addictive 

behaviors due to online games: The Fortnite 

case” . Psychologists and teachers took part in 

the seminar, such as Maria Dara, Helpline 

psychologist of the Greek Internet Center and 

Aggeliki Gianitsa, the psychologist of our school. 

It was a really useful seminar that shed light on 

important issues that concern especially our 

parents. 

By the pupils of St’ Class 

GYMNASTRADA 

Nature’s awaking 

 

Kids, their happy voices filling up the space like 

blooming flowers and smells that sweeten the air 

and the world around them. They attract tender 

looks, and they are favoured by the spring 

happiness of nature, birds and flowers and 

everything looks more optimistic and shiny. 

Because as long as there are kids, animals and 

flowers everything is going to be all right! 

They are the key to life, breath, the renewable 

source of energy of Aeolus. 

Our big team, which has occupied top places in 

national and international events, consists of 30 

female and 6 male athletes. Their goal is to 

convey an environmental message 

 

We chose Aeolus, the god of winds who can get a 

windmill in motion when he blows really hard. 

Our team wishes the best to all participants! 
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Life as simple as dancing wheat! 

39 girls aged from 7 to 12 numbers our team. 

Silent dancing wheat that as soon as their 

dancing ends we can tell whether it ripens or 

not. 

Golden wheat in fingertips standing to stare at 

the sky … Make your life simple …. like a flute 

made of straw that can be filled with music. 

The girls are wishing good luck to all the teams. 

A cup full of frootlops –sugar free please. 

Our team consists of 24 athletes who are the 

youngest in the club. 

Frootlops in English, Cereal in Greek. No matter 

how they are called, colourful and full of life, 

they promise an unforgettable breakfast. 

The ultimate recipe: a cup of sugar free cereal, 

a little bit of milk and lots of fun. 

By the pupils of E’ Class 

3D PRINTING 

 

Over the period 2017 

-19 our school 

participates in the 

European Program 

Erasmus+ "Promoting 

Inclusion Through 3D 

Printing" (PRINT3D).  This program (which 

consists of schools and partners, organizations 

from Spain, Latvia, Iceland and Greece) aims to 

research and develop strategies in order to 

integrate pupils and generally people with sight 

problems into the education process by utilizing 

the technology of 3D printing.   

During this program students and 

teachers of our school began to use our 3D 

printer bringing the first results.   3D maps, 

monuments of classical Athens, signs in Braille 

writing, but also everyday items have already 

been printed and used either for charity at our 

school Bazaar or presented to our partners from 

other countries.  Our school’s participation in 

this program has resulted in the continuous 

training and familiarizing teachers with new 

technologies with the education benefits 

offered.  Yet, our students are becoming aware, 

collaborating and creating structures with a view 

to their exploitation by their peers who are 

visually impaired.  The 3D printing has delighted 

young and old alike, it has generated ideas and 

provided inspiration for the future!  

By the pupils of C’ Class 

 

SPRING BAZAAR 2019 
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At the weekend of 11th and 12th of May the 

annual charity bazaar of our school took place on 

location. Undoubtedly, it was a huge success. The 

event that our school organized spread smiles to 

all the visitors, including families and individuals 

who joined our bazaar. It will also bring even 

more satisfaction and happiness to those in need 

and the charity organizations that the 6th 

graders of our school will decide to support. 

In a pleasant, warm and enthusiastic 

atmosphere with a participation of visitors that 

surpassed any expectation, we managed to 

gather the amount of 11.206 euros as well as a 

lot of food supplies. 

 

The doors opened early in the afternoon at 5 pm 

with the arrival of the first visitors. Soon, the 

whole school was full of enthusiastic people 

walking around, talking and laughing. Instead of 

them paying an entrance ticket, food was 

brought and collected at the entrances of our 

school. This food has already been delivered to 

the suburbs of the municipality in Pefki/ 

Likovrisi and that of Irakleio for the needs of 

poor families. 

Those two days offered great joy and 

carefree moments not only to the children but 

also to the adults. Everybody had the chance to 

relax, have fun and spend time in a nice and 

lively atmosphere. The numerous stalls with the 

arts and crafts were ready early in the 

afternoon while at the same time music was 

being played loudly by a DJ. Later in the evening, 

we had the chance to listen to the amazing music 

of the music band “JETLAG”. 

 

The well-

known chef, 

called Selim 

Selcuc, 

participant 

from the last 

year’s popular 

TVshow 

“Masterchef”, made his appearance on Saturday 

evening and spread enthusiasm to all the people 

who had the chance to take photos with him. His 

appearance helped our bazaar collect more 

money as he brought really delicious sweets that 

we could sell at our food stalls where the food 

from the English department was. 

What we also enjoyed was the awesome 

and touching theatrical play that the 4th graders 

had prepared for their mothers. On Sunday it 

was Mother’s day, so it was a great chance for 

the kids to surprise their mothers and dedicate 

this show to them. At the end of the play, all 

mothers were offered a red rose. The whole 

effort was organized by our Music teacher Miss 

Voulgari and our IT teacher Miss Gogo Tsesmeli.    

In the playgrounds at the back of our 

school, there were four trampolines and a 

climbing wall which appealed to the young ones as 

well as other activities where you could take 

part and win a prize. For example, there was a 

basketball competition. 

Some mothers of the fifth grade 

students had prepared homemade delicious 

lemonade which was also there for sale. 

Additionally, a big range of different kinds of 

food could be found in order to suit all people’s 
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tastes. The Italian department offered coffee, 

the French one offered crepes, the German 

teacher made and sold typical hotdogs and 

German treats.  

Another thing was the lottery in which 

you could win a big variety of things .The grand 

gift which surprised everyone was the three-

days-stay in Aldemar Olympic Village, a 5star 

hotel in an all inclusive package.  

On Sunday morning, in our school 

auditorium the students of the karate, ballet 

and gymnastics club presented their skills and 

were given their certificates of attendance. 

The 

appearance of 

Mr Leonidas 

Koutsopoulos, 

the famous 

chef and judge 

of the TV show 

“Master Chef” 

was the 

highlight of our 

event on Sunday morning. He had already 

prepared really elegant chocolate boxes that 

were also sold at the food stalls. 

 

Finally, the talented boy break-dance 

group called “Art of show” performed doing 

some very extreme and dangerous moves. They 

were really amazing and their show was 

spectacular.  

We would like to thank all of you for your 

support and contribution either by offering food 

or by buying our crafts or products for sale. 

 Special thanks are owed to all our 

classmates for everything they prepared and 

offered to this charity event.  

We would like to express our sincere gratitude 

to all the school staff who worked very hard, 

beyond their scheduled work on a fully no 

profitable basis towards the successful outcome 

of this effort.  

Last but not least, we would really like to thank 

our headmaster 

Mr Kakadiaris 

because if it 

wasn’t for him, 

none of the 

above would 

have ever 

happened. 

Due to all of you and your kind help and 

contribution, our school has managed to make 

little “miracles” come true for all those children 

and their families who really need to start 

believing in a future full of hope. We promise 

that we will never stop helping them. 

MANY THANKS AND A BIG “BRAVO” TO 

OUR SCHOOL AND YOU! 

By the 6th graders 

 

MOTHER'S FIGURE THROUGH ART 

The realization of a long-lasting, almost yearly 

cross curriculum Project is a fact in our school. 

This 

year’s 

Projec

t was 

presen

ted by 

D’ 

Class. 

Their 

aim was to work on the Project in cooperation to 

most of their teachers.  
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The aim of this effort is the holistic learning 

experience. The pupils learn to combine learning 

with every day lessons such as Poetry, Dancing, 

Theatre and Art.  

This year’s theme of the Project was “Mother’s 

Figure through Art”. It was presented on the 

11th of May by the pupils. The audience was 

touched by the pupils’ work which was inspired 

by various forms of Art! 

Congratulations to all the kids and their 

teachers! 

By the pupils of C’ class  

 

 

LITERATURE IN KINDERGARDEN! 

We 

embarked 

on a 

journey in 

the magical 

world of 

Shakespea

re as part 

of 

Literature 

themed 

day in 

April. We 

discussed who the writer was, the difference 

between his comedies and tragedies and dealt 

with "A Midsummer Night's Dream". Fascinated 

by the magical creatures, we followed Oberon 

and Titania in the enchanted forest, but Puck 

soon became our favourite because of his 

mischief! We watched a short animation of the 

story and re-enacted the story. All in all it was a 

day of great fun and enchanted tricks. 

 

  

FRANÇAIS 

 

Nos petits se présentent!! 

 

Moi, je m’ appelle Andreas 

Anagnostou et j’habite à Pefki, à Athènes. J’ai 10 

ans et j’ai une sœur. Je 

suis en 4e de l’école 

Ellinoaggliki Agogi. J’adore 

l’histoire et le français ! 

J’ai beaucoup de copains à 

l’école. À la récré je joue 

au foot et à cache – cache. 

J’aime beaucoup la musique 

et je joue du piano! 

       

Andreas Anagnostou (D1)     
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Moi, je m’ appelle Manto 

Anagnostou, j’ai 10 ans et 

j’habite à Pefki avec mon 

frère et mes parents. Je 

suis  en 4e  de l’école 

Ellinoaggliki Agogi. J’adore 

l’histoire mais je déteste la langue. J’aime aussi 

le français ! J’ai beaucoup de copains à l’école. À 

la récré je joue au volley et à cache – cache. 

J’aime beaucoup la lecture et le cinéma! 

 

Manto Anagnostou (D2)   
 

MAX ET LILI ONT PEUR DES IMAGES 

VIOLENETES 

 

Au dernier trimestre on a lu le livre ‘’Max et Lili 
ont peur des images violentes’’. Le livre parle de 

la violence dans les jeux vidéo. Les héros sont le 

petit Max, sa sœur Lili et 

ses parents. Max est accro 

aux jeux vidéo, mais la 

nuit, il fait des 

cauchemars. Lili ne 

supporte pas les images 

violentes. Les images 

violentes nous rendent 

insensibles et on est agités. La violence entraine 

la violence et la haine. La violence provoque des 

dégâts. C’est dangereux!  

 

 

Dans ce livre, nous avons aimé qu’à la fin les 

enfants étaient allés à la bibliothèque. Dans la 

bibliothèque, ils ont assisté à une scène de 

violence et ils comprennent que la violence est 

terrifiante.  Après avoir parlé de la violence dans 

la classe, on a organisé un projet en équipe où 

deux journalistes  posaient aux enfants des 

questions sur la violence et les enfants parlaient 

de leurs expériences. Ce projet a été présenté 

au bazar de notre école car cela nous a plu et 

nous avons beaucoup appris. 

Skouroliakou Stella – Stamopoulou Eleonora 
(ST3) 

VACANCES!!! 

Mes meilleures vacances  (par Alvanidi 
Artemis ST3)  

L’été dernier nous sommes allés à Milos. J’étais 

avec mes parents. Milos était une île 

extraordinaire. Il y avait du soleil. On a loué une 

chambre  et on était à la plage toute la journée.  

On a joué  avec les vagues et on a nagé à la mer. 

On a aussi visité des sites archéologiques, on a 

découvert les traditions, on a gouté  aux 

spécialités du  coin. C’était  inoubliable!!! 

 

Cet été je visite Samos. C’est une île à la mer 

Egée à côté de la Turquie.  Je visite Samos avec 

ma mère en août. On va voyager en avion. Tous 

les jours on  joue avec les vagues, on  fait des 

châteaux sur le sable et on  pêche. Le midi on se 

repose!! L’après-midi on fait des promenades à 

Kokkari parce qu’on organise des boums. On 

offre de la viande, de la glace, du vin rouge et du 

jus d’orange. Cette fête s’appelle ``La nuit 
blanche``. On met des  vêtements blancs et on y 

va. C’est super. On s’amuse. On écoute de la 

musique et on danse. Après, on lance des 

pétards. Il fait chaud. Je ramasse des fleurs et 

je les donne  à ma mère. Samos est une ile que 

vous devez visiter!  C’est super chouette!   

Stamopoulou Eleonora (ST3) 


